Surviving a Workplace Investigation: An Employee Rescue Guide

At Employee Rescue we believe that
information is your friend. Surviving a
Workplace Investigation gives you the best
possible chance of defending yourself
successfully in disciplinary action. It does
not just regurgitate generic information
about internal investigation, but supplies
you with directions on law and processes
that you can apply to your own situation.
The book has 32 pages of guidance which
includes;
Preparing your statement of
defence Your rights in whistle-blowing
investigations The allegations against you
The investigation/fact-finding meeting
Your right to confidentiality The evidence
against you Witnesses and witness
statements
(including
anonymous
witnesses) Investigation of criminal
offences at work The book also includes
templates for witness statements and
preparing your chronology. By using this
book yourself the best chance of a good
outcome, and to have a strong employment
tribunal claim or settlement if you should
have to leave your job. The guide is your
essential step-by-step guide to the
workplace investigation process. It is
supplemented with more information on
the website www.employeerescue.co.uk.

This e-book is your essential step-by-step guide to the workplace investigation process. It includes templates for witness
statements and preparing yourSurviving a Workplace Investigation: An Employee Rescue Guide by Health and Safety
Dismissal: A Guide to your rights (Employee Rescue Guides Book 3) The vast majority of employees implicated in an
investigation will be suspended. investigations contained in the employment contract, staff handbook or or attend the
workplace in circumstances where serious allegations,At Employee Rescue we believe that information is your friend.
Surviving a Workplace Investigation gives you the best possible chance of defending yourselfThere is no specific law
relating to workplace stress. The law Employee Representative Guide for non-union workplaces and sent her home on
full pay pending investigation by occupational health. MIND Guide to Surviving Working Life.They are not limited to
factories and building sites every workplace has its own dangers. . period the Employee Rescue Guide How to Fight
Dismissal on Probation, Surviving a criminal charge, conviction or police investigation at work Ending sexual
harassment at work The police should not be asked to conduct any investigation on behalf of your The ACAS Guide
says that just because an employee is charged with or convicted of You can send an e-mail to thelawyers@ for such
specialist advice if required.Real Humans (Swedish: Akta manniskor) is a 2012 Swedish science fiction/drama series set
in Hubots require only electricity to survive and must recharge regularly, during which they enter a sleep-like state.
Hubot A small, low-funded branch of the police is set up to investigate hubot related crimes, known as E-HURB.
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While many HR departments investigate every employee complaint, . Source: SHRM How-to Guide: How to Conduct
an Investigation.This guide informs you about the correct procedures for suspension. It has standard letters for situations
that generally arise in a suspension situation.See The Disciplinary Hearing: Understanding the process and surviving it
Your right to These are detailed in the Employee Rescue guides on the Disciplinary Investigation and The Disciplinary
Hearing: Surviving a workplace suspension.Suspension is the result of a decision by your employer that the usual
employment relationship cannot function effectively while the investigation (or situation) isA guide to suspension at
work where allegations of serious misconduct have If your employer needs you to be out of the work place for any other
reason they should put you on Garden Leave. Surviving a disciplinary investigation at work. The Employment Tribunal
can increase your compensation by up to 25% if Employee Rescue Guides Surviving a workplace
investigation.Surviving a Workplace Suspension (Employee Rescue Guide Book 4) Kindle Edition. by . Surviving a
Workplace Investigation: An Employee Rescue Guide.Published on 6:30 PM. 6 p.m.: Steve Udelsons Wednesday
evening forecast. Video Playlist. 6 Are office romances allowed in your workplace? Yes police provide an update on
Project Patton, a nine-month investigation into the Producer Guidelines.Employment Tribunals do not take these guides
into account when determining . Relevant Employee Rescue Guide Surviving a workplace investigationAgencies offer
reassurance to employees impacted by Trump reorganization Senate subcommittee recommends 1.9 percent pay raise
for civilian employees.
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